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mayuri's natural reishi affinity allowed him to fight and absorb spiritual energies. he was eventually
given an alternate bankai, which transforms into a long bow. the arrow is spiritual, and consumes the
target. mayuri states that the reihesi created by ury are powerful. he can use the new technique to
increase the power of his reihesi. to that end, he focuses on an area around the reishi site to which
he refers as 'ashel'( [28] ), and releases his bankai. [27] he notes that he was not able to see his
release shot, and that his bankai's fatal poison will be released long before his bankai's destructive
attacks. [40] undeterred, mayuri begins to throw knives at pernida's fingers and uses his other arms
to stab at its spinal cord. mayuri also reveals that he has modified his hirenkyaku shoes in order to
allow him to change the amount of reishi he produces to provide him with more time to react to his
opponent's attacks and prevents himself from being overwhelmed by that opponent's power.
however, pernida is able to push mayuri's arm off its body by forcefully extending its spinal cord to
the outside of its body, causing mayuri to cry in pain as he flies away from it. while mayuri is still
recovering, nemu and akon launch an attack on pernida's head, causing it to call its name before it
fires a massive blast of reishi at them. as mayuri flees the blast, he notes that the blast covers the
entire area, and as he runs away, he spots pernida destroying a nearby building. mayuri apologizes
to the city for its destruction and comes up with a plan to lure pernida into the area of a large city
that is constantly in flames. as he is about to run away, he decides to instead use the wansui
technique to try to kill pernida with a single strike. as he does this, mayuri's shoes begin to emit
flames, causing a crowd to fall in awe. [97]
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